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ABSTRACT

We update the constraints placed on the t-quark mass, m(, and the KM matrix elements from
the I £ I, I VJU/VJC |, and B% — B°d measurement. The recent measurement of A'£ —> //p is shown to
be a useful constraint for large m( and a t-quark heavier than > 250 GeV/c2 is not viable from
these studies. The use of A'+ —> •n+uv to fix the standard model parameters is also discussed.

In this brief review we shall concentrate on
the issue of using rare K decays to constrain the
t-quark mass and remaining unknown Kobayashi-
Maskawa mixing parameters.1' In particular we
study the following two decays:

and

(Rl)

(R2)

The first one was chosen due to the availabil-
ity of new data and recent calculations showed that
the long distance physics is under control. The sec-
ond one has long been a favourite of the theorist
since it has negligible long distance effect. Thus
when R2 is measured in the near future its inter-
pretation will be relatively free of theoretical ambi-
guities and the extraction of weak interaction pa-
rameters from it will be correspondingly clear. We
will review the program2' to achieve that.

Particularly useful in this study is the Maiani-
Wolfenstein parametrization3' of the KM matrix.
Explicitly, we write

(
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where A = 0.22.

FVom the B-meson lifetime4' (TB = 1.18 ±
0.14 x 10~12sec) and the semileptonic decay of b
into c final states, one gets

A = 1.0 ±0.1 . (2)

The only remaining unknowns in Eq. 1 are
p and the phase 77. Recently CLEO5) and Argus6'
collaborations reported evidence for direct b —> u
transition and this gives constraints on p, 7/ in the
form of two semicircles represented by

Jp* + v
2 = 0.46 ± 0.23 . (3)

Next we use the e parameter measured in A'c — K
transition which is related to p,T) via

x[0.76B(xc)+0.72B(ic,x()
+0.6lA2X\l-p)B{xt)} (4)

where the box functions B(x) and B(x, y) are given
by

B(x) = - i l +
3 -

and

( x - 1 ) 2 ( x -

y2 - &y + 4

(x-l)2(y-x)

(5)

and x; = {m2/M^) for i = c or t-quark. These func-
tions result from calculating box diagrams7' and /K
and BK are, respectively, the kaon decay constant
and the bag constant. Equation 4 indicates that
both the c- and t-quarks are important in | e \. The
coefficients multiplying the box functions are QCD
correction factors. Using the latest estimates of the
relevant parameters we obtain

0.76 ± 0.22
71 ~ A2\08 + 1.43A'(1 - p)B{x,)} ' ( '
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Equation 7 represents hyperbolas in the p—r\ plane.
The third piece of data we use is B% — B~^

mixing6*' which is governed by xd = (AM/F). In
the standard model, i j is calculated to be

(8)

where the parameters have the same meaning as in
| £ |. Experimentally xd is measured to be

xd = 0.66 ±0.11 (9)

Here only the <-quark is significant. Equations 8
and 9 dictate that the parameters p and r\ fall
within circles centered at (1,0). Explicitly this reads

The combined constraints of Eqs. 4, 7 and 10 are
plotted in Fig. 1. Equation 4 is denoted by solid
semi-circles, Eq. 7 is given by the dotted hyperbolas
and Eq. 10 is shown in the dotted circles. This is
done for four different values of mt. The allowed
regions are given by the hatched area.

Next we consider the decay (Rl). The mea-
sured branching ratio is9'10'

Br(Kl - ,#) = 7.28 +°nf7 x lO- 9 . (11)

The unitarity bound is well known to be given by

Br{Ka
L -»(iji) \^= 6.83±0.28 x 10~9 . (12)

The difference between Eqs. 11 and 12 is

AB = 0 . 4 5 + ° ^ x l O - 9 . (13)

This implies that other contributions are small in
particular the short distance piece.

Before one can extract short distance physics
from the above the real part of the 27 amplitude
has to be subtracted out. This involves knowledge
of the dynamics of K°L -• 77 decays since Rl is
dominated by the 27 intermediate state. To ob-
tain the real part of the two photon amplitude,
Rej477, one or both of the photons has to be taken
off shell. Using vector meson dominance models
and the recent data on K\ -> e+e~-y (Ref. 11) it

m=100 GeV/c2 m=150 GeV/c2

m=200 GeV/c2 m=250 GeV/c2

Fig. 1. Allowed values of p and r] as given. The hatched region is obtained from | c |, B% - Bd mixing.
and b -> u transition. The vertical line is from short distance physics in A'£ to fiji decay. Four values of
m, = 100, 150, 200, 250 GeV/c2 are plotted. (See text for details.)
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has been calculated12' that 0.6 xlO"5 <
1.4 x 1O"S. This implies that ReA~/i is less than
0.15 of Im.477. Hence if AB is indeed of order 1
xlO"9 this must come from short distance physics.

The short distance contribution is again dom-
inated by the f-quark and is calculated to be1'7'

Br{K'l -> fi]i)sD = 4.06 x 10~10A4

x ( l _ p ) 2 (14)

where
Ax - x2 3x2/n

~ " v * ' ~ 4 ( l - x ) ' 4 ( 1 - i ) 2 ' ( 1 5 )

This is a vertical line in the p - r\ plane (see Fig. 1).
The solid line is for Br{K°L -> up) \SD< 1.5 x 10~9

and the broken line is for Br(K° —> fip) \SD<
2.5 x 10~9. Values of p to the right of the lines
are allowed by Rl. Clearly, Rl gives more impor-
tant constraints for heavier r-quarks. The value m,
= 250 GeV/c2 is barely consistent with the four
constraints we discussed above.

Finally we consider the decay R2.11' In the
standard model the branching ratio of R2 is given
by

Br(K
Ve+v)

where
- 2 ) , x + 2

— I)2 x — 1

(16)

(17)

and it contains no new parameters. It too gives a
circular locus in the p — r\ plane. We illustrate this
in Fig. 2 for m, — 150 GeV/c2 and a branching
ratio of 2 xlO"10. Such a measurement13' will cut

m=150 GeV/c2

Fig. 2. Additional contraint on p and 77 from a
hypothetical measurement of A'+ — 7r+j/i7 at
2 x 10~10 level represented by dotted circles is
plotted for m, = 150 GeV/c2. (See text for de-
tails.)

the uncertainty in p — r\ by about a factor of 2.
Hence once the t-quark mass is measured, the KM
parameter will also be determined quite accurately
by the above procedure.

We conclude by noting that the upper bound
of mt < 280 GeV/c2 can be obtained by examining
rare A' and B decays. This is consistent with the
study of the radiative corrections in neutral current
processes and precision Z measurements. Hence,
rare decays and Z° physics are complementing each
other very well. We also find that one of the im-
portant immediate improvements to be made is to
reduce the uncertainty in A (Eq. 2). This reduces
the hatched area of Fig. 1 and thus the allowed val-
ues of p and r\. Taken together with the rare decay
measurements of Rl and R2 the constraints of Eqs.
3, 7, 10, 14 and 16 will converge to a "point" in the
p — i] plane. If these boundaries do not overlap then
it will be a sign that new physics beyond the stan-
dard model is at work. It goes without saying that
discovery of the <-quark is of utmost importance
for the implementation of the above program. We
eagerly await the discovery of the i-quark and the
precision measurements of the above reactions.
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Council of Canada.
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